
 

The More We Get Together 

The classic children’s song in book form 

Caroline Jayne Church embraces the popular infant-toddler-preschooler song with warm and playful 

illustrations.  Sing along as your little one enjoys welcoming, friendly boys and girls hugging, popping 

bubbles, riding a bicycle, and playing on a see-saw in this lovely 12-page board book by the award-

winning illustrator. Bonus: Extra-heavy board stock stands up to the toughest chewing! 

“… ‘Cause your friends are my friends, and my friends are your friends…” 

 

The Magic Tree House #1 

Dinosaurs Before Dark 

Dinosaurs, time travel and a magic tree house? YES PLEASE! 

Of the many exciting tree house adventures Annie and Jack have been on, this is where it all began – the 

very first one!  How does it all begin?  How else… with the mysterious tree house Jack’s little sister 

discovers one day in the woods.  Jack makes a wish and amazingly his dream comes true as the pair is 

sent traveling back through time.   

Fantasy comes to life in vibrant detail in this early chapter book with fascinating facts about the 

dinosaurs Jack and Annie encounter.  Will they use their wits to figure out the safe way home? What 

types of dinosaurs will they meet along the way? The best news is there are many, many more books 

just waiting for you about the adventurous brother/ sister team in this tremendously successful series! 

 



Fancy Nancy Spectacular Spectacles 

For kids with glasses… and without! 

What happens when Nancy’s friend Bree starts having trouble seeing well at school?  You guessed it, she 

needs glasses, but would any friend of Fancy Nancy wear just regular glasses? No way, she has the 

prettiest ones she could find, and now Nancy wants some, too! 

Winner of multiple awards for outstanding children’s fiction, Jane O’Connor has written dozens of 

books, including both the beloved Fancy Nancy series, and the Nina Ballerina series.   

 

This I Can Read Level #1 book has 28 pages of bright, vibrant, colorful, fancy illustrations with short, 

easy-to-read sentences.  O’Connor mixes in some big words to challenge early readers, while Fancy 

Nancy carefully explains those words in her own fun fashion, just the way she likes to!  This delightful 

series is sure to make a fan of you and your early reader, whose vocabulary is sure to grow. Spectacular! 

 

Stellaluna 

A heartwarming, funny, beautifully-illustrated… bat tale? 

Stellaluna is the truly creative and original story of a adorable, furry, little lost fruit bat and the kind 

creatures who help her in her struggle to go home.  Will her mother find Stellaluna? Will she find her 

mom? Will this little fruit bat learn to love eating… BUGS?  Find out as our nocturnal heroine learns to fly 

during the day (yikes!) with the family of birds who adopt her, and see how Stellaluna changes the way 

her nest mates, the bird chicks, live, too.  Baby birds hanging upside down by their feet?  Oh, their poor 

mother! 

Author Janell Cannon’s debut blends a nice mix of facts into an exciting tale.  Her creativity runs double-

time as the emotionally gripping story happens on two levels:  First, there is Stellaluna’s experience of 

being lost, and her mother’s search for Stellaluna is also documented in small artistic icons on every 

other page.  If that isn’t enough, this captivating story moves along with beautiful, warm, photo-realistic 

illustrations that border on fine art still life paintings.  

This award winner will teach your child about birds and bats (the only flying mammal!), while keeping 

them on the edge of their seat, and is sure to be one of their favorites. 

 

  



The Ear, the Eye and the Arm 

Kids lost in the future encounter the evils of the past! 

In this amazing tale of fantasy, lessons and humor, three siblings learn more than they bargained for 

when they wander from home.  It is the year 2194, and 13-year-old Tenai is used to living in the luxury 

of his wealthy father’s estate with a bunch of house robots and Kuda and Rita, his younger brother and 

sister. Their house is protected by automated attack dogs to guard against the poor people who mine 

for plastic in toxic waste dumps.   

One day, Tenai decides to escape with his siblings to seek adventure in Harare, a dangerous city, where--

without a trace--they vanish.  This multiple-award winner is full of action, plot twists and turns, insights, 

lessons and humor.  To find his kids, General Matsika has hired the bumbling but sensitive detective 

team of The Ear, The Eye, and The Arm.  This detective group has special powers because of their 

exposure to toxic waste: The Eye has eyes so strong he can see molecules, The EAR can hear thirty miles 

away, and The Arm has overly long limbs, and non-human emotions.  The trio are always close to 

catching up with Tenai and his bother and sister, but they always fall one step behind in one captivating 

adventure after another. 

The fantastic stuff of vivd imagination pours fourth constantly in this work of science-fiction for the non-

science-fiction fan: 

- Putrid filth 

- Disease 

- Gangs 

- Resthaven, a place that lives as if it were the 6th century BC 

- An eye nearly shot out in a bar fight 

- A giant 

- A mile-high tower 

- Kidnapping drug and alcohol ring 

- Prisons 

- The She Elephant and the Masks of Mukafose 

- Shone tribe mythology 

All these ingredients, and many, many more come to transport the reader to another place.  How will 

our heroes escape?  Will anything be different if and when they return home? 

The Ear, The Eye and The Arm is one of those rare books that will surprise you that you are back home 

when you finally bring yourself to put it down. 

 

 

 


